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Diwali Celeberations

The day made every one Immerse in the enchanting world of Diwali 
performance, where every movement is a rhythmic ode to the festival of 
lights. 

A captivating journey where the spirit of Diwali is illuminated through the 
universal language of dance by the Grade IX boys and girls, uniting hearts in joy 
and celebration.
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Diwali Celeberations

Draped in colors, adorned with smiles – students lighting up Diwali together! 
The joy that spread throughout the campus with hands joined and mind 
together for a common purpose!

"Books take a backseat, and Diyas take center stage as students celebrate Diwali 
joyfully! 

The sound of laughter and bursting of Cracker turned out to be a static breaker 
in the Primrose Premises. 
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Diwali Celeberations – Food Provisions 
for Orphanage 

Spreading smiles with every donation, because kindness is contagious!
The Student Council members are always on their toes to spread the act of 
kindness.

"Sharing love, one donation at a time. Join the movement of kindness and 
compassion!  This serves to be the main motto of Primrose Schools. An 
overwhelming response from the students donating the essentials on the 
auspicious occasion to ‘All the Children’ Trust.
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Diwali Celeberations – Distribution of sweets to teachers

"Sweets and smiles go hand in hand when expressing our gratitude to the 
incredible teachers who shape the  futures of many young minds! The School 
Principal distributed the  Sweet to the teachers of Middle Schools and High 
school

The wonderful teachers of High School and Middle School, celebrating the sweetest 
moment with the School Principal and other members of Primrose Schools.
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Teaching STEM is not just about conveying information; it's about 
nurturing curiosity, fostering creativity, and building the foundation 

for a future driven by innovation.

In the world of education, STEM isn't just an acronym; it's the key to 
unlocking the future. This workshop is the bridge that connects educators 

to that future.

STEM Introductory Workshop for Science Teachers

STEM Workshop - Organized by the Department of School Education at St. 
Bede’s Anglo Indian Higher Secondary School.
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Teachers: the silent architects of dreams, the sculptors of potential, and the 
guiding stars of countless journeys. Happy Children's Day to those whose 

performances create a symphony of brilliance in the lives of their students.

A teacher takes a hand, opens a 
mind, and touches a heart. On 
Children's Day, let's salute the 

incredible teachers who make a 
lasting impact on the lives of 

their students.

The dedication extends beyond 
the classroom, reaching into the 

hearts of students, leaving an 
indelible mark on their lives. 

Children’s Day Celebration
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In the words of Albert Einstein, "It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken 
joy in creative expression and knowledge." On Children's Day, we extended our 
heartfelt gratitude to the teachers who, through their performance, awaken this 

joy in the hearts of the young minds they guide.

The teachers’ influence always creates a ripple effect, shaping a brighter and 
more promising future for generations to come. The teachers on the stage 

influencing the students through their spellbinding performance.
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Through ‘Theru Koothu’, 
teachers of Department of 
Tamil bridged between the 

old and the new with a 
vibrant expression to 

shape our cultural 
narrative.

Theru Koothu, a cultural tapestry woven on the streets, tells tales of love, 
valor, and life's intricate dance. 

A teacher's influence can never be 
erased; it's written on the hearts of 

the students they inspire. On 
Children's Day, we celebrated with 

the invaluable contributions of 
teachers in shaping a brighter 

tomorrow.
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The stage is their canvas, and happiness 
is their masterpiece. The day  witnessed  

flamboyance as children paint the air 
with the colors of sheer joy through 

dance! 

"Little stars were shining bright on 
stage, their dance a reflection of the 

overwhelming  happiness filled 
everyone’s heart with joy .

"Dancing on clouds of 
happiness, these children 

create a magical spectacle on 
stage, where every step is a 
testament to their pure joy!
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Planning is the foundation, and 
execution is the structure. 

Together, they build the 
pathway to success. 

Our School Principal 
demonstrating the need for 

planning.

Revision Plan preparation for Grade IX Students

Planning is the blueprint of success; 
revision is the fine-tuning that ensures 

perfection in execution.

Students of Grade IX imbibed the 
blueprint and marched towards their 

prepartaion for forthcoming 
Examination. 

The beauty of planning lies in its 
adaptability; the strength of revision 
lies in its commitment to continuous 

refinement.

Grade IX students are strengthening 
their commitment by giving a 

revision plan.
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The Equation to Success!
Achievement = Preparation + Dedication.
Setting clear goals, organizing tasks, and 

creating a roadmap…
However, the journey doesn’t end there.
The  school Principal  explains about the 
concept of Revision and planning to the 

students of Grade XI.

Revision Plan preparation for Grade XI Students

Together, planning and revision 
create a powerful synergy, 

transforming aspirations into 
reality by fostering adaptability, 

foresight, and continuous 
improvement. The students of 

Grade XI ended up with an 
improvised study plan to reach 

the highest pinnacle in their 
Grade.

The Process called Fine- Tuning!!! 
Revision is the constant  refinement of 

the plan—a reflective process that 
allows for adjustments, improvements, 

and fine-tuning.
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Planning and revision are the
dynamic duo of success. Just as a
skilled architect meticulously
designs a blueprint before
construction, effective planning
lays the groundwork for
achievement. The School Principal
guided the Grade XII students to
plan ahead for the upcoming board
exam.

Revision Plan preparation for Grade XII Students

The pen is mightier than 
the stress when backed by 
thorough preparation. The 
school Principal preparing 
the students of Grade XII 

with a set 20/4 study 
cycle to conquer exams 

with confidence! 

Sweat, sacrifice, success. 
The trilogy of exam 

preparation unfolded its 
way into the minds of every 
student who drafted their 

schedule for triumph.
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Ms. Sathya of Grade XII emphasises on the fact that choosing biodegradable 
options is not just a matter of personal preference; it is a collective responsibility 

towards the health of our planet.  we need to contribute to a cleaner, healthier 
Earth, and pave the way for a more sustainable future

In a world drowning in 
plastic, the importance of 

embracing biodegradability 
cannot be overstated. It's a 
small choice for us, a giant 

leap for the Earth.

An awarness programme
through a classic seminar by 
the student of Grade XII - Ms. 

Sathya as part of her 
Environmental Science 

Project.

Use of Environmental Friendly Products - An Awarness Seminar  for our Sub-staff 
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Online Class – IX to XII

. 

Online classes redefine the 
traditional classroom, 

transcending physical boundaries 
and bringing education to the 

digital realm.

In this virtual landscape, students 
and teachers connect from 

various corners, fostering dynamic 
learning methods.

Despite the absence of 
physical presence, the 

virtual classroom cultivates 
a sense of camaraderie, 

bridging the gap between 
educators and learners 

overcoming the barrier that 
the natural calamity built.


